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Abstract: Mid-infrared (mid-IR) optical spectroscopy of
molecules is of large interest in physics, chemistry, and
biology. However, probing nanometric volumes of mole-
cules is challenging because of the strong mismatch of
their mid-infrared absorption and scattering cross-sections
with the free-space wavelength. We suggest overcoming
this difficulty by nanofocusing acoustic graphene plasmon
polaritons (AGPs) – oscillations of Dirac charge carriers
coupled to electromagnetic fields with extremely small
wavelengths – using a taper formed by a graphene sheet
above a metallic surface. We demonstrate that due to the
appreciable field enhancement and mode volume reduc-
tion, the nanofocusedAGPs can efficiently sensemolecular
fingerprints in nanometric volumes. We illustrate a
possible realistic sensing sсenario based on AGP
interferometry performed with a near-field microscope.
Our results can open new avenues for designing tiny sen-
sors based on graphene and other 2D polaritonicmaterials.
Keywords: graphene plasmon; molecular sensing;
nanofocusing.
1 Introduction
Nondestructive analysis of molecules by means of mid-
infrared (mid-IR) spectroscopy is of high relevance for
plenty of vital applications in organic and inorganic
chemistry, particularly for gas concentration control,
identification of polymer degradation, or determining the
blood alcohol content, to name a few. The molecule of
interest is typically recognized via its vibrational finger-
print in extinction spectra [1, 2]. In conventional spec-
troscopic experiments, the sample is illuminated by an
incident wave of different frequencies, and the trans-
mitted or reflected light is captured by a detector. This
simple technique, however, does not allow for studying
small amounts of molecules in nanometric volumes as
the cross-section of the latter is much smaller than the
wavelength of light, and thus the absorption or scattering
signals are too small to be detected. This difficulty can be
partially overcome by exciting surface plasmon polar-
itons (SPPs) – collective oscillations of free charge car-
riers coupled to an electromagnetic field – on the surface
of a conductor. Due to the field confinement and
enhancement that SPPs provide, the scattering and ab-
sorption cross-section of the molecular volumes can be
enlarged and the signals detected greatly enhanced. For
instance, by exciting localized SPPs in mid-IR optical
antennas covered by a layer of molecules, it is possible to
significantly increase the infrared response of the mo-
lecular layer, which is the basis for the well-established
surface-enhanced infrared spectroscopy (SEIRA) [3–5].
Nevertheless, at mid-IR frequencies, the confinement of
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SPPs on metal surfaces and simple dipole antennas is not
as strong as in the visible range, such that sensing of
nanometric volumes of molecules is challenging, unless
one uses narrow-gap antennas [6, 7] or SPP dimers [8–10].
The optical response of these metallic structures is,
however, difficult to control in an active manner (e.g., by
applying a voltage) and thus cannot be efficiently tuned
through a broad spectral interval.
Unlike metals, graphene supports plasmon polaritons
(GPs) with much larger wavevectors, and as a conse-
quence, much stronger vertical field confinement [11].
Moreover, being compatible with complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) platforms, graphene-based
sensing components potentially allow for their on-chip
integration [12]. Importantly, GPs can also be actively
tuned by varying the Fermi level in graphene and thus the
number of charge carriers on it (such tuning can be made
by simply applying an external voltage via back-gating). In
addition, graphene shows a high nonlinearity of its optical
response [13, 14]. All these properties make graphene an
outstanding candidate for developing an ample range of
optoelectronic devices [13, 15]. The latter advantage has
recently been applied in an SEIRA-like bio-sensor con-
sisting of an array of resonant graphene ribbons covered by
a polymer film [16]. An alternative to molecular spectros-
copy based on SEIRA could consist of analyzing the near-
field properties of propagating GPs when they interact with
a nanometric-thin molecular layer on top of the graphene
sheet [17]. Such interaction, if governed by absorption, is
expected to produce strong effects in the amplitude and
phase of the GPs as well as in their wavelength, which can
be directly related to themolecules absorptionfingerprints.
To increase the sensitivity of such polaritonic sensing
platform, one can explore the use of electromagnetically
screened GPs, also known as “acoustic” GPs (AGPs), sup-
ported by a graphene sheet placed above a metallic pad
[18–22] (far-field SEIRA-like sensing with AGP nano-
resonators has been suggested in [23] and later on
demonstrated experimentally in [24]), which are known to
show a very strong field confinement and a linear disper-
sion. To further increase the field confinement of AGPs and
thus couple more efficiently to the molecules vibrations,
one canmake use of a nanofocusing concept [25]. The latter
consists of the propagation of an electromagnetic mode
along a tapered waveguide so that both its cross-section
and wavelength gradually reduce, leading to a dramatic
increase of the electromagnetic field intensity at the taper
apex [26, 27]. Although this nanofocusing concept has been
reported for AGPs (particularly, to study the deceleration of
the AGPs) [28], its application for molecular sensing has
not yet been explored.
Here we introduce the concept of mid-IR molecular
spectroscopy with nanofocused AGPs as follows: by grad-
ually reducing the spacer layer between graphene and a
metallic pad (a typical architecture for graphene-based
nanodevices), GPs adiabatically convert into (much
stronger confined) AGPs, without any need of momentum
matching; then, AGPs propagate towards a minute volume
of molecules and reflects back from the sharp region of the
taper. The molecular fingerprint is encoded into the AGPs
propagating properties (the amplitude, phase and wave-
length), which can be probed by the tip of a near-field
microscope.
2 Acoustic graphene plasmon
polaritons
We first briefly characterize the properties of AGPs.
Figure 1A shows the dispersion of AGP in the frequency
range of 500–2000 cm−1 for different values of the spacer
layer, d, (from 150 to 3 nm) at a typical Fermi level
Ef = 0.44 eV, assuming the propagation along the x-axis.
Since we do not stick to any particular experiment, we
assume a transparent spacer layer (as, for instance, CaF2)
with a dielectric permittivity equal to 1. On the other hand,
from Eq. (8) of the Supplementary Material, it follows that
considering the dielectric permittivity ε different from 1, is
equivalent to rescaling the spacer thickness as d→ d/ε. For
sufficiently large d (green and cyan curves), the dispersion





due to the weak field screening by the metallic substrate.
As soon as the confinement length of GPs, given by 2π/kx,
becomes comparable to d, the field screening becomes
important and GPs hybridizes with its mirror image in the
metal region giving rise to an AGPmode [18]. In contrast to
GPs, the dispersion of AGPs has a liner scaling with mo-





that with decreasing d themomentum of AGPs increases as
well as their confinement and thus a major portion of the
electromagnetic energy is flowing inside the spacer layer.
The Figure of Merit (FOM) of AGP defined as the
propagation length Lp normalized to the AGP wavelength
λp as a function of frequency ω is shown in Figure 1B. The
damping (lifetime τ = 0.1 ps) is chosen to correspond to
realistic graphene samples commonly used in optical ex-
periments. In the shown frequency interval, FOM ranges
from 2 to 5 for most of the values of d, which means that
AGP can propagate several wavelengths along graphene.
Interestingly, FOM has larger values for smaller d. This can
be explained by a quicker reduction of λp (due to the
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confinement increase), compared with Lp (due to the group
velocity decrease). Analytical results for this same system,
shown in Figures 1B andC by continuous curves (explained
in more detail in the Supplementary Material) are in
excellent agreement with full-wave simulations (Comsol),
shown by dotted curves.
To demonstrate the AGPs field confinement, we show
in Figure 1C the spatial distribution of their vertical electric
field component. We observe that inside the spacer, at any
fixed distance x, Ez is nearly independent upon the vertical
coordinate, z, thus being similar to the electric field dis-
tribution inside a capacitor, which is a typical character-
istic of an acoustic mode. Moreover, we can clearly see a
reduction of the distance between field oscillations for
smaller d, indicating a wavelength reduction of AGPs (due
to a momentum increase). As can be expected from this
field distribution and their dispersion relation, under
gradual reduction of d along the propagation direction, the
AGP wavelength should compress, while the energy flux
increase for energy conservation reasons.
3 Nanofocusing of acoustic
graphene plasmon polaritons
Consider an AGP traveling in the x-direction along a gra-
phene sheet placed above a metal substrate. The separa-
tion distance d between graphene and metal gradually
decreases, forming a taper, as shown in Figure 2A. We as-
sume that far away from the taper apex (in the region,
where the graphene-meal separation is significant) the
AGP is similar to a conventional GP and the latter is excited
by the standardmethods, as, for example by a tip of a near-
fieldmicroscope [29, 30]. In order to focus on the physics of
the AGP compression, we can neglect the influence of the
source (the tip) on the fields of the AGP. For the same
reason, we do not consider the geometrical spreading
factor (cylindrical wave decay) present in AGPs when
excited by a localized source. Assuming the shallow angles
of the taper (d slowly decreases with x on the scale of λp),
the electricfield of theAGPpropagating along the taper can
be found by the slowly varying envelope approximation
(see Supplementary Material). Namely, the electric field of
the AGP at any point can be written as:
Ez(x,  z)  A(x)EAGP(x,  z)eiΦ(x), (1)
where EAGP (x, z) presents the mode profile of the AGP, A(x)
is the slowly varying amplitude, and Φ(x)  ∫x
0
kx(x′)dx′ is
the accumulating phase (we assume that AGP is excited at
x = 0). While EAGP (x, z) and kx can be explicitly found from
Maxwell’s equations, by properlymatching the electric and
magnetic fields on the graphene sheet and metal surface,
the amplitude A(x) is determined by the energy flux con-
servation. Although such a method is very precise for the
lossless case, it turns to provide a very good estimation for
the electric field for our systemwith relatively small losses.
Figure 1: Properties of AGP. (A) AGPs dispersion for different thicknesses of the spacer layer, d. (B) The figure of Merit Lp/λp, of AGPs as a
function of frequency for several values of d. (C) Spatial field distribution of AGPs, Re[Ez(x,z)], for ω = 1000 cm−1 and several values of d. In all
panels, we assume EF = 0.44 eV and a lifetime τ = 0.1 ps.
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Namely, for finite relaxation time, τ, the AGPwavevector kx
acquires the imaginary part and soΦ(x), which leads to the
loss of energy by the AGP during the propagation.
The results of the full-wave simulations of the vertical
electric field (continuous curves) of AGPs propagating
along the taper together with those given by the analytical
approximation in Eq. (1) (dashed curves) are illustrated in
Figure 2B and C for two values of τ. In the simulations, we
excite the AGPs at the left port of the domain (“in”), let it
propagate through the taper, and then pass through the
right port of the domain (“out”) without back reflection. As
observed, the analytical and numerical results are in
excellent agreement, which confirms the validity of Eq. (1)
(the highest deviation between the field calculated
analytically and the result of the simulation is less than 7%
for taper angles on the order of 1 degree), even though
losses in graphene lead to breaking of the energy flux
conservation, used to determine A(x). In the field profiles,




√ ) and the electric field enhancement (the ampli-
tude of the electric field scales as∝d−3/4) both observations
being the landmarks of the nanofocusing effect. Remark-
ably, while for larger values of τ (corresponding to high-
quality graphene) the AGP field amplitude shows a
monotonous increase (Figure 2B), for moderate τ, the
exponential decay along x competes with nanofocusing
and leads to the formation of a minimum at a certain
position between the source and the taper end (Figure 2C).
Figure 2D presents the field enhancement (ratio between
the vertical electric field values at the ending and starting
points of the taper) as a function of the tapering angle, θ.
The field enhancement has an optimum at a small angle
θopt  3.6∘, after which it monotonically decreases with θ in
the shown interval. This optimum angle corresponds to a
balance between nanofocusing and absorption in the
narrow region of the taper. In Figure 2E and F the spatial
distribution of the electric field is represented for three
values of the tapering angle: θ < θopt ,  θ  θopt ,  and θ > θopt.
All the three cases show a nanofocusing effect, with a clear
hot spot formation at the ending of the taper, which should




Wenow illustrate a possible scenario for sensingmolecules
with AGPs, as well as the advantage of using nanofocused
AGPs for this purpose. To that end, in the full-wave simu-
lations, we continue the taper with a narrow graphene/
spacer/metal channel of 2 nm in thickness and a finite
length, w (the numerical simulations were performed for w
values of 10, and 20 nm), as shown in Figure 3D. Then, we
Figure 2: Nanofocusing of AGPs. (A) Schematics of the taper with the propagating AGP. (B, C) vertical field profiles, Re[Ez(x, z)] and |Ez(x,  z)|
alongwith the graphene sheet (z=−0.5 nm) for two different values of τ. (D) Vertical field enhancement |Ez(x,  z)/Ez in| as a function of θ. (E) The
absolute value of the vertical component of theAGPfield |Ez(x,  z)| for different values of the tapering angleθ considering τ=0.5 ps. (F) Sameas
(E) for the real part, Re[Ez(x, z)]. In all panels we assume EF = 0.44 eV and ω = 1000 cm−1.
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fill up the spacer with molecules and calculate the AGPs
reflection from the end of the channel. Such simulation
mimics a standard experiment with scattering-type scan-
ning near-field microscope (s-SNOM), in which a polariton
is launched and probed by a tip via polariton interferom-
etry [29, 30]. For a proof of principle purpose, we consider
CBP molecules, used in recent mid-IR polaritonic experi-
ments [31], (see schematics in Figure 3F). We model its
dielectric permittivity, εCBP, as a Drude-Lorentz oscillator,
according to [31], so that Im(εCBP) shows a sharp peak at
ω = 1450 cm−1 (Figure 3E), corresponding to one of the the
CH deformation modes [32]. In Figure 3A we show the
reflection of a conventional GP (without nanofocusing)
from the molecular region (see the corresponding sche-
matics in Figure 3B) as a function of ω. One can recognize
the CBP fingerprint in the reflection spectrum, although its
visibility (which we define as the maximal relative differ-
ence between the reflection coefficient amplitude with and
without the molecules, normalized to the reflection coef-
ficient amplitude without the molecules) is about 0.067
and 0.100 for w = 10 nm and w = 20 nm, respectively. In
stark contrast, the same simulation with the nanofocused
AGP yields much deeper reflection minima, matching the
vibrational resonance of the CBP. More precisely, the
fingerprint provided by AGP is about one order of magni-
tude larger than that provided by GP: the visibility is 0.63
and 0.98 for w = 10 nm and w = 20 nm, respectively. The
dependence of the visibility of the fingerprint upon w
(shown in Figure 1 of the Supplementary Material) also
clearly demonstrates the much stronger accumulation of
the absorption along with the layer for AGP with respect to
GP. Let us note that the peaks in the spectrum of the
plasmon polariton reflection coefficient (Figures 3A and B)
are slightly broader than the peak of the CBP molecules.
This broadening results from dissipation in graphene.
Although the broadening of the molecular fingerprints will
not impede the sensing of narrower vibrational reso-
nances, it can negatively affect the resolution of closely
located peaks, thus limiting the selectivity of the sensor.
Taking into account such strong sensitivity of AGP to
the presence of the molecules, one can foresee that by
properlymatching the length of themolecular layer, strong
coupling between AGPs and molecular vibrational modes
can emerge. Namely, when an integer number of half-AGP
wavelength, λp/2, fits along the length w, a Fabry–Perot
resonance condition is fulfilled, with a resulting enhanced
electromagnetic field that makes the vibrational resonance
of the molecule split into two hybridized AGP-vibrational
Figure 3: Probing the vibrational fingerprint
of a molecule with a nanofocused AGP. (A)
The reflection coefficient of a GP as a
function of ω for two values of w. (B)
Schematics of the sensing with GP. (C)
Same as (A), for AGP. (D) Schematics of the
sensing with AGP. (E) The spectral
fingerprint of CBP molecules: lm(εCBP) as a
function of w. (F) Schematics of the CBP
molecule atomic structure. In (A), (C), and
(E), we assume EF = 0.44 eV and τ = 0.5 ps.
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modes, similarly to [31]. The detailed analysis of this
interesting phenomenon, however, goes beyond the scope
of the current manuscript. It is also worth noticing that due
to the absence of cutoff in the AGP mode for any given
spacer thickness, d, further reduction of d (together with
the length of the probed region, w) can potentially enable
coupling between AGPs and a few, (or even with a single)
molecules. In this case, however, nonlocal effects will play
a crucial role [6, 19, 20]. Namely, nonlocal effects manifest
as a dependence of the graphene conductivity with the
wavevector of AGPs, and typically appear when the group
velocity of the plasmon becomes close to the Fermi velocity
of electrons in graphene. Nonlocal effects prevent an in-
crease in localization of the AGP field and a decrease in the
plasmon wavelength for smaller gaps, which can lead to a
limitation of the sensitivity. In our system, the nonlocal
effects do not play a significant role, since the minimum
slowest group velocity is 3.6·106 m/s, thus, exceeding for
more than three times the Fermi velocity in graphene
(106 m/s [33]).
5 Conclusion
We have suggested a method of probing molecular fin-
gerprints with nanofocused AGPs. Moreover, we have
shown that the nanofocusing of AGPs can be achieved in
graphene with a moderate relaxation time of its charge
carriers. Importantly, since AGPs modes do not have any
cutoff, they can propagate inside arbitrary thin graphene-
metal gaps (although at some point the propagation is
limited by nonlocal quantum effects) and thus can be used
to probe minute amounts of molecules. We have demon-
strated that the visibility of molecular fingerprints by
means of nanofocused AGPs is one order of magnitude
higher than the visibility achieved with conventional GPs.
We foresee that a similar sensing scenario can be also
realized making use of photothermoelectric effects in gra-
phene when the AGP power absorbed by the molecules
could be measured electrically [18, 34]. Moreover, other 2D
materials [35–37] can also be potentially used for polari-
tonic focusing and sensing based on the same principles
here reported. Our findings could find interesting appli-
cations for on-chip sensing of an extremely small amount
of molecules.
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